Revitalization is a complex program to restore the functioning of the neglected urban areas in terms of spatial, economic and social. Revitalization activities on post-military facilities are stopping negative phenomena, such as degradation of space, social pathology or lack of proper functioning of the area, adapted to modern needs. The object of the work is to present some aspects with the revitalization of former military facilities in the area of the Artyleryjska Street in Olsztyn. The presented design concept aims to revitalize a neglected area of the barracks, which will enable the activation site and include it in the city urban space. The method adopted in this work is the architectural project of adapting selected post-military facilities for new functions, affecting the economic development and social integration of people.
INTRODUCTION
Revitalization is a complex and generally long-term program to restore the functional capacity of neglected urban areas in terms of spatial, economic and social. Revitalization activities on former military facilities, often have the status of monuments, are the stopping of negative phenomena such as marginalization and degradation of space, social pathology or lack of proper functioning of the area, adapted to modern needs. The problem of revitalization in the Warmia-Mazury region relates primarily to cities downtown areas and post-military areas, and there are many of them. At the beginning of the last century, Olsztyn -the capital of the province, was called "Kasernepolis" or "city of barracks" [1] . This name resulted not only from the vast unit's barracks but also from the number of troops stationed in the city. A reminder of that time and the identity record of the region are extensive barracks compounds in the area of the Artyleryjska Street in Olsztyn, called the team Dragoons Barracks. The subject of this paper is to present proposals for the revitalization of selected former military objects in the area of the Artyleryjska Street in Olsztyn. Presented design concept aims to revitalize a neglected area of barracks and to restore its former glory by giving the team a new, adapted to modern needs, character. As a result, area activation will be possible and including it in urban space. Historic adapting of barracks group for commercial purposes opens new prospects of development and provides the opportunity to create an attractive place not only for the city but also for the region. The method adopted in this work is architectural and urban concept design of adaptation of selected former military objects for functions designed to bring certain economic benefits to the city and positively influence the social integration of citizens. The proposed new functions are connected with work thesis: revitalization of historical former military objects will increase the attractiveness of the city's image and contribute to the improvement of the economic, social and cultural situations.
BRIEF HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF DRAGOONS BARRACKS
At the end of the nineteenth century Olsztyn became a garrison town. The dominant buildings along the valley of the River Łyna were barracks buildings. The appearance of this part of the city has been shaped for the army (Fig. 1) . The newly erected barracks teams, once on the outskirts of the city, were occupied, in turn, by cavalry formations, artillery and infantry. Each section was seated in a separate sector with facilities for training and recreation. It was an area away from the city, but included in its communication network [5] . Currently, buildings were absorbed by the sprawling city over the decades. In the years 1899-1902 in the north one erected second artillery barracks. Then one built stables and fire stations, apartment buildings, workshops and building staff. In 1901, extensive barracks were transferred to the newly formed 73rd Field Artillery Regiment, later called "Mazury". In 1902, works still continued on the expansion of the barracks, and in the construction of the new casino and residential building for families of soldiers. Described buildings were arranged by ridge, around rectangular squares and are closed urban interiors (Fig. 2) . Installation is maintained in the heavy neoromantic style appropriate for allocating objects [5] . Buildings were made of red brick, as objects of one, two or three floors. Its facade is adorned with brick architectural detail in the form of friezes (glazed brick), cornices imitating consoles and ornamental bands in window and door joinery. Source: [2] In 1898 near Długie Lake, one built central part of a final three-part barracks unit, designed for 150 Infantry Regiment, which came to Olsztyn from Kostrzyn and Frankfurt. The last part of the complex was built in years 1910-1911. Its members became Gunsmith Workshop and garages to use for the machine gun company. The whole military complex was arranged around three squares. Brick barracks for the most part were erected on the plan of the letter "E" and their roofs are generally gable or mansard [5] . The large scale of the whole urban and architectural layout may indicate that the complex of 26 buildings covers an area of 11 hectares and the length of the longest object (southern stable) exceeds 200 metres. After 1945, the whole barracks complex was used for military purposes, becoming the property of State Treasury. Today, many of the objects were sold to private owners. Due to the year of construction of the complex and its specific architectural, landscape and cultural qualities, in 2009 historical buildings was subject to a conservation area and entered in the monuments register. Owing to which, historic barracks in Olsztyn become one of the most protected monuments in the city. Rules to protect the complex relate to the spatial arrangement of buildings, squares and streets layout, lay of the land, elements of green, historic roads, small architecture objects (stairs, retaining walls, etc.) and the viewing corridors. Any repair works on the historic building on protected area may be carried out only with the consent of the provincial monument conservator and under their supervision. It is very important, during works related to the restoration of historic buildings, to maintain their status to a degree as close as possible to the original. This applies to construction height, body shaping buildings, the shape of the roof, architectural details of the facade, historic woodwork and preserved furnishings. In the case of the introduction of the new building, one must adapt it to the historical layout of the whole unit. An important assumption in the context of spatial order is the elimination of secondary objects within the protection zone.
THE CONCEPT OF REVITALIZATION OF SELECTED OBJECTS
Building barracks unit is a place with distinct spatial qualities, requiring a "stimulating life". The key to this is their adaptation to new functions, serving residents of Olsztyn. Therefore, it is important to adjust the value in use of barracks unit to contemporary needs by giving objects commercial functions, while maintaining their cultural and historical values. An example of such positive action can serve an adaptation project of three buildings to new attractive features. Two of them functioned as stables and one as a riding school.
The building of the former stables (building "B") was, in the project, adapted for educational purposes, as well as office and commercial-service needs (Fig.  3) . One separated there two functional parts, whose border is a former riding school, adjacent to the object. One part of the object was devoted to modern, two-level language school, made up of small, well-equipped and computerized classrooms. In this part of the building was also located a place favouring education of the youngest residents of the city. Fig. 3 . The adaptation plan of the barracks building. Source: [4] In the rest of the building, on two floors were designed offices and service premises, as well as workshops. All units have separate entrances, thanks to the circulation area, flowing along the building. The project also provided the availability of all facilities for the disabled. The second building undergoing adaptation formerly also functioned as stable (Fig. 4) . The project involves the restaurant in it, as well as services and a fitness centre. A large area was designed for training rooms -the main room with exercise equipment and fitness room for women with a separate entrance. Former horse riding (object "C") is a building that has been converted, in a design, to an art gallery (Fig. 5) . A large area of the building will allow for a diverse arrangement of exhibition space -fixed and variable exposition for individual or group exhibitions. Because of its size, the building can also be a place of artistic events, meetings with authors or promotion of artists. In addition, project of this facility provides building entresol. In this way one separated space that could be used for holding arts and crafts workshops for children and youth. Implementation of the presented project designs requires little transformation of the objects interior. They are limited to making a few ceiling joists and partition walls. The facades of buildings assumed the removal of secondary plaster, defects and cracks and one also cleaned up the rhythm composition of the window and door openings.
CONCLUSIONS
The Unit of Dragoons Barracks in Olsztyn, despite the large spatial, architectural and cultural values, is now a much neglected complex. The revitalization of this area, having great potential, is an opportunity to increase the attractiveness of the barracks and thereby enriching the city's image. Proper design solutions, preceded by a series of analyzes can yield fruitful results, so that the area of barracks become a living and valuable district of Olsztyn. Presented design solutions reason the work thesis. They also allow the following conclusions:
• restoration of the barracks complex will enhance the attractiveness of urban space (positive spatial solutions), • well-planned revitalization activities as an example of the connection of modern solutions with the historic character of historic buildings, will positively influence the behaviour of unit identity, • construction of revitalization programs is an opportunity for new prospects of functioning and development of the degraded area of Dragoons Barracks, • implementation of revitalization programs is determined by positive changes in space and contributes to the socio-economic and cultural development (office, commercial, educational, cultural and recreational functions).
